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Evaluating the Biological Potential in Samples Returned from Planetary
Satellites and Small Solar System Bodies National Research Council 1998-10-14
For the first time since the Apollo program, NASA and space agencies abroad
have plans to bring samples to Earth from elsewhere in the solar system. There
are missions in various stages of definition to gather material over the next
decade from Mars, an asteroid, comets, the satellites of Jupiter, and the
interplanetary dust. Some of these targets, most especially Jupiter's
satellites Europa and Ganymede, now appear to have the potential for harboring
living organisms. This book considers the possibility that life may have
originated or existed on a body from which a sample might be taken and the
possibility that life still exists on the body either in active form or in a
form that could be reactiviated. It also addresses the potential hazard to
terrestrial ecosystems from extraterrestrial life if it exists in a returned
sample. Released at the time of the Internationl Committee on Space Research
General Assembly, the book has already established the basis for plans for
small body sample retruns in the international space research community.
Space Science and Public Engagement Amy Paige Kaminski 2021-06-04 Space Science
and Public Engagement: 21st Century Perspectives and Opportunities critically
examines the many dimensions of public engagement with space science by
exploring case studies that show a spectrum of public engagement formats,
ranging from the space science community's efforts to communicate developments
to the public, to citizenry attempting to engage with space science issues. It
addresses why public engagement is important to space science experts, what
approaches they take, how public engagement varies locally, nationally and
internationally, and what roles "non-experts" have played in shaping space
science. Space scientists, outreach specialists in various scientific
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disciplines, policymakers and citizens interested in space science will find
great insights in this book that will help inform their future engagement
strategies. Critically examines how expert organizations and the space science
community have sought to bring space science to the public Examines how the
public has responded, and in some cases self-organized, to opportunities to
contribute to space science Outlines future engagement interests and
possibilities
Teaching Secondary Physics David Sang 2011 This is a practical guide to
teaching biology to 11-16 year olds. Supported by the ASE, the book provides
support for non-specialists and new teachers on the basic science for each
topic, plus extension ideas for more experienced teachers.
In Quest of the Solar System Theo Koupelis 2010-02-04 Available with WebAssign!
Author Theo Koupelis has set the mark for a student-friendly, accessible
introductory astronomy text with In Quest of the Universe. He has now developed
a new text to accommodate those course that focus mainly on planets and the
solar system. Ideal for the one-term course, In Quest of the Solar System opens
with material essential to the introductory course (gravity, light, telescopes,
the sun) and then moves on to focus on key material related to our solar
system. Incorporating the rich pedagogy and vibrant art program that have made
his earlier books a success, Koupelis' In Quest of the Solar System is the
clear choice for students making their way through their first astronomy
course.
Solar and Space Physics National Research Council 2014-09-25 In 2010, NASA and
the National Science Foundation asked the National Research Council to assemble
a committee of experts to develop an integrated national strategy that would
guide agency investments in solar and space physics for the years 2013-2022.
That strategy, the result of nearly 2 years of effort by the survey committee,
which worked with more than 100 scientists and engineers on eight supporting
study panels, is presented in the 2013 publication, Solar and Space Physics: A
Science for a Technological Society. This booklet, designed to be accessible to
a broader audience of policymakers and the interested public, summarizes the
content of that report.
Living Your Best Life with Asperger′s Syndrome Karra Barber 2006-03-08 ′Every
year I read several manuscripts written by mothers about having a child with
Asperger′s syndrome. The quality of manuscripts varies considerably. As soon as
I started to read ′Living Your Best Life with Asperger′s syndrome′ I knew it
was going to be one of my favourite biographies. I was entranced by Karra′s
descriptions of her son′s intellectual abilities, his perspective on life and
sense of humour. The anecdotes illustrate aspects of Asperger′s syndrome
perfectly. Professionals will have the ′Ah ha!′ moment, as the descriptions of
events and conversations are consistent with the theoretical models of
Asperger′s syndrome. Both parents and professionals need to read this book, and
then other children with Asperger′s syndrome will indeed live a better life′ Professor Tony Attwood ′This book is a worthwhile read and written in a very
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positive way. Many professionals will find the anecdotes evocative and perhaps
illumination. There are also useful and practical tips and ideas noted
throughout the book. I would happily recommend it to parents, especially those
who are in the early days, post diagnosis and looking for information, ideas
and a positive perspective′ - Alison Leask, Chair of Autism, Argyll, Scotland
Effectively accommodating the social and academic needs of children on the
autistic spectrum is an important task in every school. This book is a
practical guide to benefit parents, teachers, Local Education Authorities and
international autism organisations. Each chapter provides a summary followed by
anecdotal stories that illustrate a point, describing how a young boy navigates
his way through the social challenges that he faces every day. Issues covered
include: o diagnosis and recognizing the difference; o providing support and
understanding; o communication; o concrete thinking. The focus of the writing
is how to live your best life despite your difference. The book describes the
problems and pain Karra faced as her son changed and encountered difficulties
at every stage. She also demonstrates her resilience and determination and the
book is a celebration of her son and their relationship. ′This is a very
accessible book which would be helpful to parents and teachers meeting autism
for the first time. The book charts a success story and as such should make an
encouraging read. This would be well worth having a parents′ group or staff
room library.′ - Special
Why the Universe Is the Way It Is (Reasons to Believe) Hugh Ross 2010-06-01
Increasingly astronomers recognize that if the cosmos had not unfolded exactly
as it did, humanity would not, could not, exist. Yet these researchers--along
with countless ordinary folks--resist belief in the biblical Creator. Why? They
say a loving God would have made a better home for us, one without trouble and
tragedy. In Why the Universe Is the Way It Is, Hugh Ross draws from his depth
of study in both science and Scripture to explain how the universe's design
fulfills several distinct purposes. He also reveals God's surpassing love and
ultimate purposes for each individual. Why the Universe Is the Way It Is will
interest anyone who wonders where and how the universe came to be, what or who
is responsible for it, why we are here, or how and when the universe ends. Far
from leaving the reader at this philosophical jumping-off point, Ross builds
toward answering the big question of human destiny and the specific question of
each reader's personal destiny.
The Copernican Revolution Thomas Kuhn 1992-01-01 For scientist and layman alike
this book provides vivid evidence that the Copernican Revolution has by no
means lost its significance today. Few episodes in the development of
scientific theory show so clearly how the solution to a highly technical
problem can alter our basic thought processes and attitudes.
The Planets in Our Solar System Franklyn M. Branley 1998-04-18 Where is it
partly cloudy and 860°F? Venus. Read about the eight planets in our solar
system and Earth's special place in it. This book also includes instructions
for making your own solar system mobile, and on the new "Find Out More" page
learn how to track the moon and visit the best plant web sites.
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Future of solar photovoltaic International Renewable Energy Agency IRENA
2019-11-01 This study presents options to fully unlock the world’s vast solar
PV potential over the period until 2050. It builds on IRENA’s global roadmap to
scale up renewables and meet climate goals.
Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science in the Decade 2013-2022 National
Research Council 2012-01-30 In recent years, planetary science has seen a
tremendous growth in new knowledge. Deposits of water ice exist at the Moon's
poles. Discoveries on the surface of Mars point to an early warm wet climate,
and perhaps conditions under which life could have emerged. Liquid methane rain
falls on Saturn's moon Titan, creating rivers, lakes, and geologic landscapes
with uncanny resemblances to Earth's. Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science
in the Decade 2013-2022 surveys the current state of knowledge of the solar
system and recommends a suite of planetary science flagship missions for the
decade 2013-2022 that could provide a steady stream of important new
discoveries about the solar system. Research priorities defined in the report
were selected through a rigorous review that included input from five expert
panels. NASA's highest priority large mission should be the Mars Astrobiology
Explorer Cacher (MAX-C), a mission to Mars that could help determine whether
the planet ever supported life and could also help answer questions about its
geologic and climatic history. Other projects should include a mission to
Jupiter's icy moon Europa and its subsurface ocean, and the Uranus Orbiter and
Probe mission to investigate that planet's interior structure, atmosphere, and
composition. For medium-size missions, Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science
in the Decade 2013-2022 recommends that NASA select two new missions to be
included in its New Frontiers program, which explores the solar system with
frequent, mid-size spacecraft missions. If NASA cannot stay within budget for
any of these proposed flagship projects, it should focus on smaller, less
expensive missions first. Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science in the
Decade 2013-2022 suggests that the National Science Foundation expand its
funding for existing laboratories and establish new facilities as needed. It
also recommends that the program enlist the participation of international
partners. This report is a vital resource for government agencies supporting
space science, the planetary science community, and the public.
Compuer Lab Manual : A Complete Topic Wise Lab Manual Activity Book | For Class
6th to 8th Mr. Shyam Kishore Gupta 2022-09-01 There are several projects &
activities in the Computer Lab Manual for students to indulge & experience the
necessary applications of a computer, such as paint & Tux Paint. This book aims
to provide pupils with practical knowledge they can use whenever necessary. The
content of this book is written keeping in mind the NEP 2020 guidelines.
The Great Transition: Shifting from Fossil Fuels to Solar and Wind Energy
Lester R. Brown 2015-04-20 The great energy transition from fossil fuels to
renewable sources of energy is under way. As oil insecurity deepens, the
extraction risks of fossil fuels rise, and concerns about climate instability
cast a shadow over the future of coal, a new world energy economy is emerging.
The old economy, fueled by oil, natural gas, and coal is being replaced with
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one powered by wind, solar, and geothermal energy. The Great Transition details
the accelerating pace of this global energy revolution. As many countries
become less enamored with coal and nuclear power, they are embracing an array
of clean, renewable energies. Whereas solar energy projects were once smallscale, largely designed for residential use, energy investors are now building
utility-scale solar projects. Strides are being made: some of the huge wind
farm complexes under construction in China will each produce as much
electricity as several nuclear power plants, and an electrified transport
system supplemented by the use of bicycles could reshape the way we think about
mobility.
Back to Earth With a Bump Twinkl Originals 2017-12-12 Hal is a boy with a very
important mission from Earth: "Please find us the Sun – it has gone from the
sky." Can Hal find the Sun before he comes back down to Earth with a bump? An
out-of-this-world story that will take you on an exciting voyage through our
solar system. Download the full eBook and explore supporting teaching materials
at www.twinkl.com/originals Join Twinkl Book Club to receive printed story
books every half-term at www.twinkl.co.uk/book-club (UK only).
e-World 5 Anshu Kumar, Shweta Malik
Comets, Meteors, and Asteroids Seymour Simon 2009-06-01 Explores how comets,
meteors, and asteroids move through our solar system, and explains the
ingredients that make a comet's tail and other topics
Progress & Frontiers in PV Performance 2016 PowerPoint slides for a
presentation given at Solar Power International 2016. Presentation includes
System Advisor Model (SAM) introduction and battery modeling, bifacial PV
modules and modeling, shade modeling and module level power electronics (MLPE),
degradation rates, and PVWatts updates and validation.
Learn and Use Microsoft Power Point in Your Classroom Kathleen Kopp 2007-07-03
Integrate technology into four content areas (language arts, science, social
studies, and math) by using Microsoft PowerPoint in your classroom.
Galaxies and the Universe 2013 "An introduction to galaxies and the universe
for primary and intermediate grade students, with information about their
formation and features. Includes a list of highlights for each chapter, fun
facts, glossary, resource list, and index"-The Planets Dava Sobel 2006-10-31 Dava Sobel's The Glass Universe will be
available from Viking in December 2016 With her bestsellers Longitude and
Galileo's Daughter, Dava Sobel introduced readers to her rare gift for weaving
complex scientific concepts into a compelling narrative. Now Sobel brings her
full talents to bear on what is perhaps her most ambitious topic to date-the
planets of our solar system. Sobel explores the origins and oddities of the
planets through the lens of popular culture, from astrology, mythology, and
science fiction to art, music, poetry, biography, and history. Written in her
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characteristically graceful prose, The Planets is a stunningly original
celebration of our solar system and offers a distinctive view of our place in
the universe. * A New York Times extended bestseller * A Featured Alternate of
the Book-of-the-Month Club, History Book Club, Scientific American Book Club,
and Natural Science Book Club * Includes 11 full-color illustrations by artist
Lynette R. Cook "[The Planets] lets us fall in love with the heavens all over
again." -The New York Times Book Review "Playful . . . lyrical . . . a guided
tour so imaginative that we forget we're being educated as we're being
entertained." -Newsweek " [Sobel] has outdone her extraordinary talent for
keeping readers enthralled. . . . Longitude and Galileo's Daughter were
exciting enough, but The Planets has a charm of its own . . . . A splendid and
enticing book." -San Francisco Chronicle "A sublime journey. [Sobel's] writing
. . . is as bright as the sun and its thinking as star-studded as the cosmos."
-The Atlanta Journal-Constitution "An incantatory serenade to the Solar System.
Grade A-" -Entertainment Weekly "Like Sobel's [Longitude and Galileo's
Daughter] . . . [The Planets] combines masterful storytelling with clear,
engaging explanations of the essential scientific facts." -Physics World
The Planets Gail Gibbons 2018-01-16 A nonfiction favorite for more than twenty
years, The Planets has been updated to include some of the latest discoveries
in space exploration. From the burning surface of Venus to the freezing
darkness of Neptune, Gail Gibbons takes children on a tour of our planetary
neighbors—which are very different from each other in size, shape, orbit, and
even weather. Since its original publication in 1993, The Planets has been a
home and classroom staple for introducing our solar system to the youngest
readers. With her signature blend of clear, bright illustrations and accessible
text, Gail Gibbons takes readers on a tour of our planetary neighbors, near and
far. From the burning surface of Venus to the freezing darkness of Neptune, the
bodies in our solar system are named, described, and illustrated in clear,
well-labeled spreads that give a strong sense of shape and scale to our skies.
Each entry is full of intriguing details about their composition, behavior, and
moons.
Exploring Computer Science Class 5 Sayan Banerjee 2020-04-01 Goyal Brothers
Prakashan
Me and My Place in Space Joan Sweeney 2018-09-18 Where am I in the solar
system? A beloved bestseller, now refreshed with new art from Christine Gore,
that will help children discover their place in the Milky Way. Where is the
earth? Where is the sun? Where are the stars? Now with new art by Christine
Gore, here is an out-of-this world introduction to the universe for children.
With Earth as a starting point, a young astronaut leads readers on a tour past
each planet and on to the stars, answering simple questions about our solar
system. In clear language, drawings, and diagrams, space unfolds before a
child's eyes. Colorful illustrations, filled with fun detail, give children a
lot to look for on every page, and a glossary helps reinforce new words and
concepts. A terrific teaching tool, Me and My Place in Space is an easy and
enjoyable way to introduce the concept of space to budding astronomers.
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Grading NASA's Solar System Exploration Program National Research Council
2008-04-25 The NASA Authorization Act of 2005 directed the agency to ask the
NRC to assess the performance of each division in the NASA Science directorate
at five-year intervals. In this connection, NASA requested the NRC to review
the progress the Planetary Exploration Division has made in implementing
recommendations from previous, relevant NRC studies. This book provides an
assessment of NASA's progress in fulfilling those recommendations including an
evaluation how well it is doing and of current trends. The book covers key
science questions, flight missions, Mars exploration, research and analysis,
and enabling technologies. Recommendations are provided for those areas in
particular need of improvement.
Microsoft Power Point: Simple Projects with CDROM Corinne Burton 2000-02
Projects for language arts, social studies, science and math. Provided
templates can be modified to meet specific needs. Project samples also provided
Our Explosive Sun Pal Brekke 2011-12-10 The Sun, which is our own star at the
center of the Solar System, gives rise to all life on Earth and is the driver
of photosynthesis in plants and the source of all food and energy for living
things. As seen with the naked eye, the Sun appears as a static and quiet
yellow disk in the sky. However, it is a stormy and ever-changing star that
contributes much more than light and heat. For example, it is the source of the
beautiful northern lights and can affect our technology-based society in many
ways. Our Explosive Sun: A Visual Feast of our Source of Light and Life is a
great introduction to the Sun for general readers as well as scientists who are
not solar physicists. The book presents the basic properties of the Sun,
describes how it has fascinated humans throughout history, and shows how it
influences our current technologies. The book includes a large number of
illustrations and video materials for SpringerExtras, along with a PowerPoint
presentation that provides a useful resource for teachers and lectures.
The Outer Planets Britannica Educational Publishing 2011-05-01 As our ability
to observe space improves with ever-progressing technology, we better grasp the
farthest reaches of the cosmos and heighten our understanding of the universe
in its entirety. Spacecraft exploration of the outermost planets in our solar
systemJupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptunereveals many features of these
seemingly harsh environments and moves us closer to comprehending the origins
of our own planet as well as others. This insightful volume examines the
characteristics of these remote planets and the paths they illuminate in our
quest for celestial knowledge.
An Introduction to the Solar System David A. Rothery 2018-01-11 Updated third
edition introduces undergraduates to the Solar System's bodies, the processes
upon and within them, and their origins and evolution.
Space-Based Technologies and Commercialized Development: Economic Implications
and Benefits Tkatchova, Stella 2011-04-30 "This book introduces the concept of
space-based technology commercialization and offers a first-time analysis of
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plausible opportunities, examining the overall marketability of tourism in
outer space, including business case studies on celestial solar power and space
debris that demonstrate the potential of cosmic technologies in the context of
interplanetary business"--Provided by publisher.
Solar Energy Andy Walker 2013-08-07 Solar Energy is an authoritative reference
on the design of solar energy systems in building projects, with applications,
operating principles, and simple tools for the construction, engineering, and
design professional. The book simplifies the solar design and engineering
process, providing sample documentation and special tools that provide all the
information needed for the complete design of a solar energy system for
buildings to enable mainstream MEP and design firms, and not just solar energy
specialists, to meet the growing demand for solar energy systems in building
projects.
Treatise on Geophysics 2007-10-31 The keys to the success of an enterprise such
as the Treatise on Geophysics are the editors of the individual volumes and the
authors who have contributed chapters. The editors are leaders in their fields
of expertise, as distinguished a group of geophysicists as could be assembled
on the planet. They know well the topics that had to be covered to achieve the
breadth and depth required by the Treatise, and they know who were the best of
their colleagues to write on each subject. The list of chapter authors is an
impressive one, consisting of geophysicists who have made major contributions
to their fields of study. The quality and coverage achieved by this group of
editors and authors has insured that the Treatise will be the definitive major
reference work and textbook in geophysics. Each volume of the Treatise begins
with an Overview chapter by the volume editor. The Overviews provide the
editors' perspectives of their fields, views of the past, present, and future.
They also summarize the contents of their volumes and discuss important topics
not addressed elsewhere in the chapters. The Overview chapters are excellent
introductions to their volumes. The volumes of the Treatise are: Volume 1:
Seismology and Structure of the Earth Volume 2: Mineral Physics Volume 3:
Geodesy Volume 4: Earthquake Seismology Volume 5: Geomagnetism Volume 6:
Crustal and Lithosphere Dynamics Volume 7: Mantle Dynamics Volume 8: Core
Dynamics Volume 9: Evolution of the Earth Volume 10: Planets and Moons An
eleventh volume of the Treatise provides a comprehensive index. Self-contained
volumes start with an overview of the subject then explores each topic with in
depth detail Extensive reference lists and cross references with other volumes
to facilitate further research Full-color figures and tables support the text
and aid in understanding Content suited for both the expert and non-expert
Boot-Click-Enter – 5 Gurpreet Bindra Boot-Click-Enter, Enter the world of IT
based on Windows 7 and MS Office 2010, comprises of eight computer science
textbooks for classes 1–8. The CCE compliant series is based on an interactive
approach to teach various concepts related to Computer Science. This series is
created to help students master the use of various kinds of software and IT
tools. The books have been designed to keep pace with the latest technologies
and the interests of the 21st century learners. The books for classes 1–5 are
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introductory. They introduce students to the basic features of Windows 7 and MS
Office 2010, starting with the history of computers, what are the basic parts
of the computer, how to use Tux Paint, WordPad, MS Paint, how to program in
LOGO and also give an introduction to the Internet. However, the books for
classes 6–8 are for senior students and take a deep diva into the advanced
features of Windows 7 and MS Office 2007, including how to do programming in
QBasic, HTML and Visual Basic. Students learn to create animations using Flash
and Photoshop, and how to communicate using the Internet. The ebook version
does not contain CD.
The Limits of Organic Life in Planetary Systems National Research Council
2007-07-26 The search for life in the solar system and beyond has to date been
governed by a model based on what we know about life on Earth (terran life).
Most of NASA's mission planning is focused on locations where liquid water is
possible and emphasizes searches for structures that resemble cells in terran
organisms. It is possible, however, that life exists that is based on chemical
reactions that do not involve carbon compounds, that occurs in solvents other
than water, or that involves oxidation-reduction reactions without oxygen gas.
To assist NASA incorporate this possibility in its efforts to search for life,
the NRC was asked to carry out a study to evaluate whether nonstandard
biochemistry might support life in solar system and conceivable extrasolar
environments, and to define areas to guide research in this area. This book
presents an exploration of a limited set of hypothetical chemistries of life, a
review of current knowledge concerning key questions or hypotheses about
nonterran life, and suggestions for future research.
Our Explosive Sun Pal Brekke 2011-12-22 This book is a visual feast and a great
introduction to the Sun for general readers as well as scientists who are not
solar physicists. It presents the basic properties of the Sun, describes how it
has always fascinated, and shows how it influences technology.
How Do We Know They’re Getting Better? John F. Barell 2012-01-18 Boost your
students’ 21st century skills How do we know if we are sufficiently preparing
the students of today for the challenges of the 21st century? To answer this
question, John Barell explains how inquiry leads to problem-solving and
provides specific steps for pre, formative and summative assessment that
informs instruction of 21st century skills. Included are examples that show how
to use today’s technology in the classroom and how to use inquiry to develop
and assess students’ ability to: Think critically and creatively Collaborate
with others Become self-directed learners Adapt and become resourceful Develop
a sense of leadership, responsibility, and global awareness
Solar System Planets and Exoplanets Joseph Bevelacqua 2021 Solar System Planets
and Exoplanets provides a current viewpoint of planetary systems. The solar
system's planets and exoplanets are addressed in an overview manner, and
specific space probe data are used to provide a current state of knowledge of
Venus and Mars. Recent Mars data and associated observations are addressed in
several chapters. Of particular interest are data that suggest the possibility
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that life could have existed on the planet's surface during its past when Mars'
atmosphere was wetter and denser. The search for life on Mars is one of the
main objectives of space missions, and it is an ongoing theme of this book. Key
to the existence of life is the evolution of the radiation output of the Sun
that is discussed and projected into the future. Space probe data related to
the Asteroid Belt is also presented. Technological advances in terms of
operating aircraft on Mars and propulsion systems provide useful commentary
regarding future innovations that will enhance upcoming space missions and the
search for life.
The Hunt for Vulcan Thomas Levenson 2016-08-02 The captivating, all-butforgotten story of Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein, and the search for a planet
that never existed For more than fifty years, the world’s top scientists
searched for the “missing” planet Vulcan, whose existence was mandated by Isaac
Newton’s theories of gravity. Countless hours were spent on the hunt for the
elusive orb, and some of the era’s most skilled astronomers even claimed to
have found it. There was just one problem: It was never there. In The Hunt for
Vulcan, Thomas Levenson follows the visionary scientists who inhabit the story
of the phantom planet, starting with Isaac Newton, who in 1687 provided an
explanation for all matter in motion throughout the universe, leading to
Urbain-Jean-Joseph Le Verrier, who almost two centuries later built on Newton’s
theories and discovered Neptune, becoming the most famous scientist in the
world. Le Verrier attempted to surpass that triumph by predicting the existence
of yet another planet in our solar system, Vulcan. It took Albert Einstein to
discern that the mystery of the missing planet was a problem not of
measurements or math but of Newton’s theory of gravity itself. Einstein’s
general theory of relativity proved that Vulcan did not and could not exist,
and that the search for it had merely been a quirk of operating under the wrong
set of assumptions about the universe. Levenson tells the previously untold
tale of how the “discovery” of Vulcan in the nineteenth century set the stage
for Einstein’s monumental breakthrough, the greatest individual intellectual
achievement of the twentieth century. A dramatic human story of an epic quest,
The Hunt for Vulcan offers insight into how science really advances (as opposed
to the way we’re taught about it in school) and how the best work of the
greatest scientists reveals an artist’s sensibility. Opening a new window onto
our world, Levenson illuminates some of our most iconic ideas as he recounts
one of the strangest episodes in the history of science. Praise for The Hunt
for Vulcan “Delightful . . . a charming tale about an all-but-forgotten episode
in science history.”—The Wall Street Journal “Engaging . . . At heart, this is
a story about how science advances, one insight at a time. But the immediacy,
almost romance, of Levenson’s writing makes it almost novelistic.”—The
Washington Post “A well-structured, fast-paced example of exemplary science
writing.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
Curiosities of the Sky Garrett P. Serviss 2012-06-01 Long before figures like
Carl Sagan and Neil deGrasse Tyson simplified astronomy for popular
consumption, Garrett P. Serviss was traveling the United States with an early
version of a PowerPoint presentation to teach people about eclipses, the orbit
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of the planets, and other celestial concepts. This basic introduction to the
subject is simple and enjoyable enough to ensure that science-phobes or young
readers won't be turned off.
Teacher book David Sang 2004 Bring your science lessons to life with
Scientifica. Providing just the right proportion of 'reading' versus 'doing',
these engaging resources are differentiated to support and challenge pupils of
varying abilities.
Science Teachers’ Knowledge Development Jan H. van Driel 2021-11-29 Jan van
Driel presents an overview of his research on the professional knowledge that
science teachers develop and enact in their teaching to promote student
understanding and engagement in science.
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